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ABSTRACT
Paraphrasing van Rijsbergen [37], the time is ripe for another attempt at using natural language processing (NLP) for information retrieval (IR). This paper introduces my dissertation study, which will explore methods for integrating modern NLP with state-of-the-art IR techniques. In addition to text, I will also apply retrieval to conversational speech data, which poses a unique set of considerations in comparison to text. Greater use of NLP has potential to improve both text and speech retrieval.
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General Terms
Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
The broad goal of information retrieval (IR) is to develop systems which can automatically provide relevant information corresponding to an expressed information need. If this information need and the relevant information sought are both expressed in human language, then success on this task ultimately depends on how well a system can model and understand language. In practice, deep understanding has remained elusive while shallow, bag-of-words style methods continue to dominate IR.

Roughly a decade ago, Karen Sparck Jones and several others independently wrote a collection of papers reflecting on the observed and potential contribution of natural language processing (NLP) to IR [15, 21, 33, 35]. Though work in this vein goes back nearly as far as IR itself, their bleak observation might be best summed up in Smeaton’s remark that the impact of NLP on information retrieval tasks has largely been one of promise rather than substance [33]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the years since their writing have seen a dearth of work in applying NLP to retrieval [3]. Nevertheless, further precision improvements within the existing paradigm have become increasingly marginal and difficult to eke out, making it increasingly clear that we must start thinking beyond the existing framework if we wish to achieve further substantial gains (and with precision typically below 50%, there is much room left for improvement).

To paraphrase van Rijsbergen [37], the time appears ripe for another attempt at using natural language processing for retrieval, to consider anew this line of research and see if any light may have been shed on it in intervening years. With regard to NLP, the statistical revolution has continued to expand the field’s horizons; the field today is thoroughly statistical with robust methodology for estimation, inference, and evaluation. As such, one may well ask if there are new advancements that suggest re-exploring prior directions in applying NLP to IR? Are there promising avenues still unexplored? Is the utility of NLP for IR primarily restricted by the accuracy of recognizing its formalisms, or are the formalisms themselves insufficient? Questions such as these represent the core of the inquiry to be undertaken.

Many interesting questions also remain regarding speech retrieval. Around the same time Sparck Jones and others were commenting on the general failure of NLP to benefit IR, TREC’s Spoken Document Retrieval track declared searching speech to be a “solved problem” [12]. It seemed that solving text retrieval would largely solve speech retrieval as well because retrieval methods were found to be remarkably robust to word recognition errors. Despite the track’s impressive results, hindsight has shown that many interesting problems remain [1, 23]. For example, broadcast news (BN) data used for the track is quite different from conversational speech (CS) such as found in interviews, debates, meetings, classroom discussion, talk shows, telephone conversations, online chat, etc.. Word error rate is higher, topic segmentation is more problematic (potentially involving speaker identification and conversation untangling [5]), and indexing and use of retrieved content is complicated by back-channels, disfluency (filled pauses, explicit editing terms, self interruptions and corrections, etc.), and dramatically different sentential structure as speakers trail off, interrupt one another, and compose their utterances on-the-fly. These phenomena pose challenges to current speech retrieval techniques in addition to deeper NLP analysis.

These two distinct yet complementary lines of research comprise the thesis work: NLP-informed retrieval of both textual and conversational speech data. Methods developed will be compared to existing state-of-the-art practices and
build on existing foundations in syntactic analysis of text and language modeling [6, 25], rich transcription and syntactic analysis of spontaneous speech [14, 19], and some preliminary work in retrieving spontaneous speech under the language modeling paradigm [17]. At this stage of formulating the dissertation, additional input will be particularly valuable in shaping its course with regard to important previous work to re-examine and alternative directions to explore.

One important issue to address from the outset is that of efficiency: performing any sort of analysis more sophisticated than collecting word counts will clearly involve more processing time than would a system which must only compute simple statistics. If one’s goal is to quickly produce a competitive web scale search engine with instant response time (ala Google), there isn’t much wiggle room for research to introduce any additional computation. As such, a very different efficiency goal is envisioned for this work than what is commonly seen in the IR literature: I intend to address efficiency only to the extent necessary to evaluate proposed methods on a reasonable-sized collection of documents, such as those used in TREC evaluations. Even if the techniques developed here could not be scaled to the Web in the near future, I would consider the research successful should it demonstrate that deeper understanding of documents and queries could provide significant new traction on the IR task. Such a result would be consistent with my overarching, long-term research interest in developing systems capable of more deeply understanding human language, and it’s difficult to imagine that deeper analysis is not the direction we all ultimately want to move toward in the long run.

The task of text retrieval is introduced in §2 along with a brief survey of modern practice. In §3, I consider why past use of NLP has not been more successful and propose a few places previous work might be revisited and new avenues explored. Conversational speech data is described in §4 and introduces prominent phenomena differentiating conversational speech from text as well as their effect on retrieval methods. Discussion of a few evaluation conditions and their potential impact on NLP-based retrieval is found in §5, and §6 provides closing remarks.

2. TEXT RETRIEVAL MODELS

This section introduces the task of ad hoc text retrieval (TR) and briefly reviews current practices [24, 32, 38], giving particular attention to the feature space. In distinguishing TR from IR, the primary intent is simply to indicate the information being retrieved is human language rather than, say, video. However, an additional distinction is also being made here between textual and speech data, the latter of which is the subject of §4.

In ad hoc TR, the system is given a user query expressing an information need and a collection of documents in which to search for that information. The goal is to return a list of documents, ranked in order of (estimated) decreasing relevance, which the user may then peruse, use to refine his search, etc. Assuming the availability of a set of “canned” queries and corresponding human relevance assessments over the collection, the accuracy of a given system can be empirically evaluated and its strategies refined. Though I focus attention on the ad hoc scenario, reflecting my interest and work to date, two other well-known task variants should be mentioned. In routing, the system is provided examples of relevant documents for a given query and must rank relevance of additional documents on the same query; for example, a user may indicate several documents relevant to his query in hopes of improving system accuracy in retrieving further documents. Another task variant known as filtering requires systems to make an independent relevance decision for each document and penalizes wrong decisions; for example, a user subscribed to a news feed may wish to automatically delete on arrival any story outside his area of interest. Historically, filtering has often assumed the availability of example relevant documents as with routing, but my use of the term excludes this assumption. Unless otherwise mentioned, I will use TR to refer to the ad hoc scenario.

The classic and still competitive approach to TR is to represent the query and documents as vectors over the collection vocabulary and rank documents on the basis of vector similarity [32]. This approach begins by assuming words to be independent of one another: no attempt is made to model inter-word relationships in either the query or the documents. While no one would argue this assumption is actually valid in human language, it simplifies modeling and has performed remarkably well in practice despite its naivety. Given this assumption, statistics are collected for individual terms in the query and documents, and document relevance is computed by summing a term-relevance function calculated for each query term. Several key statistics are involved in computing this function: term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), and length normalization. TF is a measure of term salience: the more often a query term occurs in a document, the more information the document is assumed to contain relevant to that term. Since terms will tend to occur more frequently in longer documents regardless of topic, document length normalization is usually applied to remove this bias: relative term frequencies are used in place of absolute counts. IDF measures term importance: a query term occurring rarely in the collection is assumed to be more important in discriminating between documents than a determiner like “the”, which likely occurs in every document. A major and widely-adopted advancement over basic TF-IDF is pivoted document length normalization, which applies variable (non-Euclidean) normalization to correct for observed error between estimated relevance under standard normalization and relevance values observed on development data [32, 9].

Like the vector-similarity approach, the probabilistic approach to TR also has a long history and performs competitively. This approach is based on Robertson’s famous probability ranking principle (PRP), which showed that optimal system behavior could be achieved by ranking documents according to the probability of their belonging to the relevant class (i.e. assuming binary relevance/non-relevance, documents can be classified as belonging to either one set or the other) [30]. Rather than compute vector similarity, probabilistic systems directly estimate the probability of relevance for each document. In practice, successful systems within this paradigm have made use of roughly the same TF-IDF statistics used with vector similarity. The most famous probabilistic TR system is Okapi BM25, which has been refined over many years of participation in TREC evaluations [36, 9]. In addition to the basic TF-IDF statistics, BM25’s probability model also incorporates average document length, provides several free parameters for tuning on development data, and facilitates query term weighting, which has been shown to be useful with longer queries. In a routing scenario,
an expansion of the formula allows examples of relevance to be exploited, achieving a tighter connection to the PRP.

A more recent approach to TR has been developed based on language modeling [29]. In this paradigm, one assumes a unique language model (LM) underlies each observed document and estimates document relevance by the probability of observing the query as a random sample generated by the document’s underlying LM. Usually one assumes bag-of-words independence similar to that employed with the probabilistic and TF-IDF models: the probability of a string of words is computed as the product of the individual word probabilities (i.e. a unigram model). One challenge of the LM paradigm is estimating the parameters of the underlying LMs given the brevity of the observed documents; if one simply takes the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), a single query term unobserved in the document would zero-out the entire probability of observing the query given the document, making the entire framework exceedingly fragile. Instead one commonly employs smoothing to discount the probability mass assigned to observed terms and reserve some probability mass for all unseen terms. Assuming such smoothing is employed and one adopts a uniform prior over documents (a standard assumption that all documents are equally likely to be relevant before seeing the query), the LM approach has been shown to have a strong theoretical connection to TF-IDF [39] and perform comparably to the other two approaches in practice [9]. A potential advantage of the LM approach lies in the pre-existing theoretical foundation and set of proven estimation techniques developed by earlier work in speech recognition.

Input queries are often non-optimal; information is often lost in translating the user’s information need into a system query, and there is usually a significant paraphrase mismatch in how the query and relevant documents refer to the same information. Consequently, a simple strategy for improving all of the word-based approaches discussed above is to augment the original query with additional terms harvested from known relevant documents, as are available in the routing task. Of course, such known relevant documents available, one might also adopt a very different approach to retrieval: the PRP may be more directly applied in the probabilistic approach, and in the LM paradigm, one could assume an LM underlies the relevant class and use the relevant documents to directly estimate its parameters [16]1. A challenge of this strategy, however, is convincing a user to invest the additional time required to identify a set of such documents relevant to his query. Fortunately, a bootstrapping/semi-supervised strategy has been shown to perform quite well in practice: one runs any text retrieval system to get a preliminary ranking of documents, assumes some number of the top-ranked documents are indeed relevant, and expands the original query using their terms [36]. While the performance gain achieved by pseudo-relevance feedback has been shown to vary greatly with parameters employed (how many documents to assume are relevant, which terms to harvest, whether to iterate feedback, etc.), the improvement is usually quite substantial.

By machine learning standards, all of the approaches discussed thus far are rather spartan with regard to the feature set employed. While introducing additional model parameters should not be a goal in and of itself (requiring greater manual tuning or training data for automatic estimation), adding parameters can be useful to the extent it allows one to model and leverage additional correlations and structure in the data. With the predominantly term-specific features used today, it is difficult to learn effectively from past experience: knowing a given document is relevant to a given query, how do we generalize this knowledge to improve accuracy on future queries? The routing task only considers applying such knowledge to the same query, and so sidesteps this question. While the approaches discussed earlier do tune a few parameters on development data, by and large they make little attempt to model query-independent correlation between queries and relevant documents. Prior work applying machine learning within this limited feature space has had somewhat limited success [24, 38]. To improve upon today’s state-of-the-art, we should look toward incorporating a broader range of features under an effective learning framework. A generative approach would maximize the joint likelihood of queries and their relevant documents, whereas a discriminative approach would maximize precision in partitioning the collection for relevance. Discriminative models are potentially advantageous in both avoiding metric divergence and being able to exploit negative examples as well as positive ones [26], while (Bayesian) generative models allow evidence to be easily incorporated and avoid slow partition function computation. There is a history in using both types of models for retrieval [24, 26, 38], and both have been used successfully for a variety of tasks. Though recent work has studied learning frameworks in detail [26], the potential feature space for TR remains largely unexplored.

3. TEXT RETRIEVAL AND NLP

Despite the fact that work applying NLP to text retrieval (TR) goes back nearly as far as TR itself, NLP has not had a significant impact on TR to date [3, 35]. As such, prior to embarking upon another such attempt it is worthwhile considering why previous work was not more successful and what makes the present outlook more promising? This section presents a preliminary and cursory look at these questions. Initial discussion is framed in terms of a recently proposed conceptual model for incorporating NLP into TR [40]. This is followed by a more concrete discussion of a few avenues by which use of NLP might yield tangible benefit. In comparison to previous work, the intent here is to explore novel directions with regard to the feature set used, techniques for more effectively extracting those features, and strategies for exploiting them in TR.

The conceptual model proposed [40] has a widely-known analog in machine translation (MT) by which I will introduce it. In the MT model, three corners of a pyramid represent an information item in three alternate forms: at each corner of the pyramid’s base the information is represented in a human language, and at the apex, an interlingua representation (i.e., deep meaning). The task of MT is then interpreted as trying to get from one corner of the base to the other (i.e., to transform one language’s string of words into the other’s), and the question is which path to take to best realize this transformation? The most shallow approach tries to directly map between each language’s surface words, whereas the deepest approach attempts to connect

---

1 Given the estimated class model, inference in the LM paradigm is then performed to determine the likelihood of the class having generating a given document; this is in contrast to the original inference problem of determining the likelihood of the query string given the document’s LM.
the languages via interlingua. Between these two extremes lies an infinite range of design choices: the source and target languages can be analyzed to arbitrary depth (with different choices possible for each) before attempting to map between them. Returning to TR, the conceptual model proposed is a similar pyramid: one can choose independently how deeply to analyze the query and documents before seeking correspondence between their representations. Whereas state-of-the-art methods today operate primarily at the level of surface-level words, one would hope that deeper analysis of some form could help address some of the paraphrase challenges from trying to directly match surface strings [21]. In such a framework, the lines between information extraction (IE) and IR would begin to blur as IE were increasingly employed to extract deeper representations for matching [40]. While work in statistical MT began at the pyramid’s base, recent years have moved toward deeper representations, and one might hope to see a similar trend in TR.

### 3.1 Syntax

Given the bag-of-words independence assumption underlying the TR approaches (§2), modeling some notion of how words actually relate to one another seems like an obvious first step toward developing a richer representation of queries and documents. Previous work in this vein has focused primarily on identifying informative word pairs or longer phrases as larger units for matching. A natural source of such candidate phrases arises from linguistic theories of syntax, and use of syntax for TR goes back to the 60s [35]. While use of non-linguistic phrases has been shown to yield around 10% relative improvement [3], linguistic phrases have provided limited additional benefit [3, 21, 32, 33, 35].

So why is there still reason to believe that modeling syntax could be useful? Syntax informs us about the compositionality of human language: the infinite ways words combine to form phrases, and how those phrases in turn combine to eventually form sentences. Most syntactic theories define a systematic relationship between syntactic structure and meaning, and at minimum it seems we must know which words modify which other words to get the correct interpretation. Consequently, accurate recovery of syntax (i.e. parsing) is widely viewed in NLP as a necessary precursor to building systems capable of understanding natural language. While the holy grail of fully understanding language remains largely elusive, parsing has in the meantime been usefully applied to a variety of practical tasks [18].

Previous work in applying syntax to TR can be usefully characterized in terms of the following: syntactic theory adopted, accuracy in automatically recovering its representations, and how those representations were employed. Of the three, I think the choice of theory is probably the least critical so long as its syntax can be automatically recovered with reasonable precision. Subtle differences between competing theories are likely beyond what we can effectively detect and exploit with today’s models. Most work in statistical parsing today has adopted the theory implicit in the Penn Treebank (PTB), about two million words from newspaper text and telephone conversations manually annotated for syntax [22]. While PTB’s theory may not be perfect, the annotation standard is fairly rigorous and captures most syntactic phenomena of practical interest.

The second point mentioned above was parsing accuracy. Prior to the recent statistical revolution in NLP, parsing methods suffered from poor coverage and had difficulty resolving ambiguity. Today’s parsers are far better on both counts: the state-of-the-art Charniak parser can correctly match 92% of manually-annotated syntactic constituency in PTB’s newspaper text with full coverage [25]. And today’s statistical models are remarkably robust across “non-standard” language usage like conversational speech (even in presence of word and sentence boundary recognition errors) [14] or sub-sentential phrases like scientific paper titles or TREC-style topic titles and descriptions [17]. Syntactic language models have also been shown to both outperform and operate synergistically with n-gram models and can be further improved with additional un-annotated data [6]. Of course, accuracy is a moot point to the extent we can upper-bound a given TR scheme using manually-annotated syntax — that is, to evaluate the utility of the formalism separate from our ability to automatically recognize it. While it would not be feasible to do this across an entire collection of documents, one could manually annotate syntax for some canned queries. I am not familiar with any previous work reporting use of manually annotated syntax.

The third and arguably most important point is the question of how a given syntactic representation might be best exploited in order to improve retrieval accuracy. While previous work has focused on simply identifying word pairs or phrases for matching, there is a much larger space of possibilities. One simple, untried idea would be to consider part-of-speech tags and syntactic heads in determining term weights [3]. Rather than just identifying related words, one could model attributes of the relationship: phrasal category, modifying direction, element types, etc. Going beyond syntactic neighbors to indirect relations like ancestry, further structural correlation may be sought. As the number of features grows, so too will the challenge in determining effective feature weights, particularly given the brevity of queries and documents. One strategy for addressing this may be learning feature weights in a discriminative framework, as has been effectively applied with millions of features to parse re-ranking [18]. Such a framework may also be useful in facilitating convenient exploration of the feature space [26, 38]. Greater exploration of the syntactic feature space may reveal that the value of syntax is most pronounced when used in combination with TF-IDF statistics and other semantic features as part of a joint framework (which might model statistically-induced phrases as well).

My initial work will adopt the LM paradigm for TR and compare the relative effectiveness of bigrams [34] vs. syntactic bi-lexical dependencies as recovered by Charniak’s state-of-the-art parsing model [25]. The goal is to revisit previous work [10, 20, 27] with a more accurate parser. Although Gao et al. [10] hypothesize the strength of their system is non-syntactic, their cited examples indicate their retrieval accuracy was most improved by syntactic dependencies, suggesting more accurate parsing could help. I have also begun work in applying Charniak’s syntactic LM [6] to retrieval.

### 3.2 Co-reference and named-entities

People often use different descriptors to refer to the same entity or idea. The simplest example of this can be seen with pronouns, in which he/she/it are used to refer back to entities introduced earlier in the discourse. Another example would be referring to the same person via different forms of their name, their job title, or other personal char-
acteristics, etc.. Use of co-reference has clear implications for term matching strategies in IR, since multiple references to the same entity in a query or document would be mistakenly matched by current methods on the basis of the referring terms rather than referent entities. Whereas use of co-reference resolution techniques have been recently reported on tasks like question answering and summarization, modern techniques and/or manual annotations have seen little use in recent TR literature.

While co-reference resolution can inform TR by identifying which words refer to which entities, knowledge of named-entities (person, place, organization, etc.) may be further exploited to improve search. Greater weight could be assigned to entities than non-entities when matching, and one could further adjust weights between entity types, perhaps given evidence regarding the distribution of types in the query or using stronger evidence inferred regarding the type of information sought. Some limited use of named-entities has been recently reported [11], though their individual contribution versus that of other components is difficult to gauge without leave-one-out feature analysis.

3.3 Lexical similarity

As discussed in the context of pseudo-relevance feedback (§2), query expansion is a powerful method for addressing both (1) loss of information in the user’s translation of their information need into their generated query and (2) paraphrase mismatch between the query and relevant documents’ description of the same information. While pseudo-relevance feedback addresses these issues in terms of the collection and current query, lexical similarity schemes are often conceived of more generally. For example, thesauri are often manually constructed to describe restricted, well-defined notions of similarity such as synonymy. A looser notion of relatedness can be found in word-similarity methods, which are inherently statistical and effectively defining a mapping from every pair of words to a real-valued similarity score. The benefit of applying each approach to TR can be broadly distinguished as addressing synonymy (thesauri) versus expressing related concepts (word similarity), but there is a large grey area between these two extremes. In both cases, standard practice is to expand the query with additional, weighted terms and then to match surface forms between query and document as usual. Both approaches have been applied recently with some success [2, 4].

While manual thesauri present several challenges in terms of limited coverage and inferring probabilities governing the specified symbolic relations, some recent work has explored directions for acquiring such relations broadly and statistically from the web [8]. The idea is that strong probabilistic cues of well-defined relations like synonymy, hyponymy (kind-of), and meronymy (part-of) can be learned automatically by complementing shallow analysis with massive redundancy, and initial results look promising. A similar strategy can be adopted for acquiring word similarity information, and both approaches merit further investigation.

Word clusters provide another potentially useful resource for lexical similarity. Rather than define precise term relationships like thesauri or word-pair numerical similarity, they define a notion of concept groups that has been successfully exploited in previous language modeling work [13]. Such use of word clusters can be naturally studied within the LM paradigm for TR and will be part of my work.

3.4 Text normalization

Discussion of a deeper representation for text often centers on an incomplete notion of interlingua that could not be broadly realized or a placeholder for some similar future breakthrough. However, much simpler representations can be broadly realized today as a compromise between observed surface structure and hypothesized interlingua. To give a simple example from syntax, topological or fronting (i.e., Yoda-speak) may be easily undone to render the sentence in a normalized format for subsequent analysis. Another example is that speech data is often normalized to be more like text in order to leverage text resources or apply text-based analysis tools. The idea of normalization becomes potentially more interesting as we move from simple syntactic reordering toward a deeper representation like predicate-argument structure in which more details of surface form realization are stripped away. While such structure does not help with recognizing world-knowledge style paraphrase (e.g., the president of a company being its head), it may nonetheless help close the gap recognizing paraphrase in some alternative surface realizations of similar information. It seems a useful place to begin considering this for TR is to examine the question answering (QA) literature: recognizing sentential paraphrase is a more central task in this community in order to match questions and answers. QA training data provides a useful place to start comparing the utility of different normalization schemes, and there is some reason to believe success in recognizing sentential paraphrase should provide leverage in recognizing paraphrase between queries and documents for retrieval.

4. RETRIEVING SPONTANEOUS SPEECH

TREC’s Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track is considered one of the great successes of the TREC program, having declared nearly a decade ago that searching speech was a “solved problem” [12]. The general finding was that while automatic speech recognition (ASR) was far from perfect, text retrieval methods were remarkably robust in the face of word recognition errors; assumingly the words which were correctly recognized provided sufficient evidence to overcome the random noise introduced by the misrecognized words. However, there are a couple potential caveats to this finding worth considering. One is that broadcast news (BN) (used in the track) is fairly redundant: the same information is often repeated several times in different ways, so a retrieval system may have several opportunities to correctly recognize a term of interest. Use of longer queries has similarly compensated for recognition error by providing more terms for matching [23]. BN also presents information in an organized format which lends itself well to being chopped up into small, cohesive segments for independent retrieval (leaving the problem of automatic segmentation to be solved separately). This issue of segmentation has implications for robustness to word recognition errors: longer, cohesive segments provide more related words to compensate for misrecognized ones [1]. Overall, BN represents perhaps the closest approximation of text by speech except read documents.

Conversational speech (CS), as found in interviews, debates, meetings, classroom discussion, talk shows, and telephone conversations, is a surprisingly different form of language when studied closely. With regards to retrieval, the most noted difference in the literature is higher word er-
ror rate (WER): there is a broader class of speakers and accents, often poorer recording conditions, greater use of dialectal speech and code-switching (mixing of dialects and/or languages). Perhaps less obvious, differences in discourse structure, style, and syntax with comparison to text reduce the ability of text-trained language models (LMs) to accurately distinguish between equally plausible acoustic alternatives. While WER has certainly improved in recent years, the state-of-the-art for CS is still significantly worse than for BN [23]. Named-entities, often of interest for the purposes of retrieval, are more likely to be out-of-vocabulary since the general almanacs, name and company lists, etc., used in building recognition models are less likely to cover entities discussed in CS than in BN. Most work to date in SDR has assumed 1-best recognizer output, as this allows text-based retrieval systems to be easily ported to speech, but this assumption is limiting as WER grows. In contrast, strategies like phoneme-based retrieval or working off word lattices or n-best recognizer output allows greater flexibility in compensating for 1-best recognizer error [31].

Segmentation of CS into clearly demarcated topics, as done with BN, can also be challenging since conversational topics are often open ended and topical threads may freely wrap back and forth and intertwine one another. A cocktail party or online chat forum make coherent segmentation even more difficult since multiple conversations take place in parallel. Whether or not parallel discussion occurs, there is often a high degree of overlap between speakers actively engaged in a conversation such that literally transcribing the conversation recorded by a single microphone can produce something resembling word salad (the chat forum equivalent is sentence salad). Better recording conditions can certainly help alleviate the problem with speech, but a general retrieval system for CS may not be able to rely upon this. Thus in addition to topic detection, which as already noted is already more difficult for CS than BN, we have two additional challenges in segmentation: automatic speaker identification (if recording conditions do not already provide this) and conversation untangling [5]. That is, there may be no good segmentation of the conversation into contiguous temporal units, and we may instead need to untangle parallel threads in order to produce meaningful segments for indexing. This is particularly true when the goal is not merely retrieving a timestamp index into the audio/video, but when the user is interested in reading an automatic transcript of that portion of the conversation. Previous work in rich transcription has already shown that users can more quickly digest and apply information from a transcript than from a recording of the original conversation, and enriching the transcript beyond recognizer output further improves comprehension speed and accuracy [7]. Conversation untangling and segmentation would naturally extend this line of work. Of course, in some cases the natural unit of conversation may be particularly short, or the entire unit needed at retrieval time, such that no automatic segmentation is needed [23].

In comparison to WER and topic segmentation, back-channels and disfluency have garnered less attention [1]. This is not too surprising in that their impact on existing retrieval practices is likely less pronounced. Back-channels are simply words like “yeah”, “uh-huh”, etc. used to indicate to other participants in the conversation that a person listening is still actively engaged in that conversation. Disfluency consists of terms which disrupt the flow of conversation like filled pauses (e.g. “uh”, “um”, “ah”, etc.), explicit editing terms (e.g. “I mean”, “that is”, “I meant to say”, etc.), and speech repairs (e.g. “I want a flight to Boston, no, Chicago”) and restarts (“the dog is... where’s my hat?”) in which the literal transcript includes words which the speaker introduced into discourse by accident and abandoned. In regard to existing retrieval techniques, back-channels and disfluency can lead to two types of errors. Since different speakers use back-channels and disfluency with widely different rates, TF and segment length statistics can be significantly different for two segments relevant to the same topic. Secondly, the presence of repaired (accidental) terms such as “Boston” effectively adds to WER. Thinking beyond today’s IR practices, “normalizing” the speech by recognizing and filtering out such terms has been shown to be useful in NLP analysis as well as rich transcription [14], and so may be similarly important in applying NLP to CS retrieval. While filled pauses are unambiguous and easily detected, recognizing back channels and other forms of disfluency is more difficult since the same words can be used to convey meaningful information [19].

Sentential structure is also vastly different between BN and CS, particularly as speakers trail off, interrupt one another, and revise their utterances on-the-fly. In a pure bag-of-words approach to retrieval, sentence boundaries are ignored, but use of phrases in retrieval typically improves precision around 10% [3]. Phrase-based statistics can be expected to perform best when not collected or applied across sentential boundaries, especially as phrase length increases, suggesting the potential importance of boundary detection. This issue has largely been ignored in retrieving text with a reasonable justification: sentences tend to be rather long in text (maybe around 30 words in a typical newspaper), and so error introduced for short phrase statistics by approximating the entire document as a single sentence is somewhat limited. However, sentence-like units (SUs) in conversational speech are distributed and behave much differently than their analogs in text (so much so that linguists have coined this new term to distinguish them) [14]. The most striking of these differences is with regard to retrieval is that SUs tend to be far shorter in length, perhaps around 6-7 words on average in telephone conversations, meaning that as segment size increases, assuming an entire CS segment represents a single SU will be an increasingly poor approximation. Thus, ignoring SU boundaries introduces a tension between longer segments better compensating for word recognition errors but further compromising any phrasal statistics collected.

My initial work in retrieving CS has focused on interview data used in the Cross-Language Speech Retrieval track at CLEF [17]. Queries come from real user requests, and the collection is pre-segmented and includes 1-best recognizer output, manual summary, manual keywords following a manually defined ontology, and some additional information [28]. While retrieval on this dataset addresses a practical need and provides an opportunity for multi-site comparison, it is somewhat limiting in terms of studying the various phenomena mentioned above: there is no manual transcription, nor have sentence boundaries, syntax, or disfluency been marked. For this reason, I am considering applying retrieval next to Fisher telephone conversations, for which speech recognizer lattices and n-best lists are available in addition to all of the manual data mentioned above [14]. The challenge in using this dataset is the lack of explicit
queries and relevance assessments; it would be necessary to infer these from the pre-specified topics the participants discussed, which would certainly introduce a degree of artificiality into any results obtained [28]. However, I do not know of a better data set available for studying the phenomena above in order to assess the impact of each on retrieval accuracy (with a manual control condition), so this may be an acceptable trade-off. Using the Fisher data would also build on and complement previous work in rich transcription and syntactic analysis of CS [14].

5. EVALUATION

In this section, I briefly consider a few evaluation conditions and their potential impact on NLP-based retrieval.

TREC-style topics have been used for many years in TREC evaluations and express an information need at three levels of detail: title, description, and narrative. Most official TREC evaluations have focused on title+description queries, whereas published research tends to focus on title-only queries as being more indicative of the what is used to search the web today. I think there is also a less obvious reason prior work has focused on short queries: calculating document relevance in terms of TF-IDF style statistics, longer queries do not offer much additional information beyond slightly improved estimates, so there is little reason to justify the added burden on users when a short query does roughly as well. In contrast to this, people understand much more from longer queries. For example, in reading TREC topic #2, a person can learn the following: the information need has something to do with “acquisitions” (title), the acquisition should be currently proposed and must involve a US company and a foreign one (description), and that both companies must be identified by name (narrative). The point to make here is that if the query is specified so poorly that a person cannot understand it any better than a TF-IDF system (i.e. title query), then greater use of NLP has little hope of improving system precision. However, as query length increases, the gap in comprehension grows significantly between a TF-IDF system and a person, and thus there is a potential benefit to be derived from deeper analysis. The current focus on short, keyword queries may also be creating something of a perpetuating cycle: users write short keyword queries based on their experience using current retrieval systems, and TR research focuses on such queries because that is what users tend to write. If we were to instead adopt a longer-term perspective, it is easy to imagine users writing more complete, expressive queries if systems could justify this user effort with significantly improved precision (just think of the natural conversations people have with their neighborhood librarians in describing what they are looking for). Previous work in applying NLP to retrieval has already shown improvement over existing practice with increasing query length [9], but presumably the present gap between practices is not sufficiently large to justify the additional processing time required to apply those NLP techniques. I plan to evaluate my own experiments on the various query lengths for comparison purposes, but I will focus on longer queries where the NLP’s potential is clearer.

With regard to tasks and evaluation metrics, I have focused thus far on ad hoc TR scored by mean average precision (MAP) following the dominant trend in the literature. However, it may be that NLP has more to offer for a variant task or usage metric. Brants hypothesized filtering, passage-based retrieval, or a metric that considers only a small set of the top documents retrieved would better suit NLP because the system would have fewer opportunities to deliver relevant information [3]. Sparck Jones has made a similar point that NLP may be most beneficial in identifying relevant information within its larger context [35]. This question of appropriate tasks and evaluation metrics when using NLP will be another dimension of consideration in my work.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced my dissertation study exploring methods for integrating modern NLP with state-of-the-art IR techniques. After briefly surveying current practice in text retrieval, I discussed conversational speech data and the unique set of considerations it presents with regard to retrieval. With retrieval precision of both forms of language typically below 50%, the time seems ripe to once more look beyond the existing class of TF-IDF statistics to NLP and see what leverage its modern practice might have to offer.
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